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opeliattachmentsHey

Wanted to run something past you on the attached report that handed off to me concerning the

month end reporting for the board that goes out Specifically on the tab Summary Reporting

The 08W Opportunity Hopper miles take all the planned miles and separates them based on phase Scoping

Estimating Dependencies Construction and Close Out The issue is on the CloseOut phase I dont know of

how to specifically track that information from the 08W tracker

If CloseOut is synonymous with completed then my suggestion would be to take the Construction miles

from the Residual Miles category and the CloseOut would be sum of all completed miles as seen on tab

08W Project List Ive tested this suggestion and the information does flow through the rest of the sheet

correctly and the Total miles tie out Just a reminder that Planned Miles = Residual + Completed

If the two terms are not synonymous then Im at a loss for how to proceed and could use some help and

guidance

Let me know your thoughts I was hoping to get this over to Hayk sooner rather than later but also want to

make sure what we do deliver is correct especially now that projects are beginning to complete

Best
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